
 

 

Dear Policy+ Members, 

 

We hope you had a great time at our Annual Appreciation Dinner! 

 

The world has paid much of the attention to the outcomes of the Buenos Aires 

G20. While both the US and Chinese governments claimed to have had a "very 

successful" meeting together, we think that a lot of work remains to be done. You 

can read AmCham China's full statement on the outcomes here. 

 

We recently released an email alert on the US Vice President Pence's remarks 

made at the Hudson Institute. Today, we would like to redirect your attention to 

the Director of the Center for Chinese Strategy at the Hudson Institute, another 

China hawk and rising influencer in the White House, Mike Pillsbury.  

 

Who is he? 

Pillsbury is an expert on China and has played an important role in the US military 

and intelligence communities since the days of Richard Nixon and Henry 

Kissinger. He is a fluent Mandarin speaker who has visited China more than 50 

times.  

 

Why is he suddenly in the spotlight? 

When Pillsbury published The Hundred-Year Marathon: China’s Secret Strategy 

to Replace America as the Global Superpower in 2015, he received little attention 
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from the Obama Administration and academia. In his book, he argues that China 

plans to overtake the US as a dominant world power by 2049. 

• Many China scholars questioned his work due to unverifiable sources and labeled 

it conspiracy-like. One prominent critique was made by Jude Blanchette, former 

assistant director of the 21st Century China program at the University of 

California, San Diego. 

• Pillsbury was first summoned by Trump in late 2016 after Trump caused a 

diplomatic uproar by speaking with Taiwan's president over the phone.  

• As Trump blends US economic interests with national security, Pillsbury is being 

offered a bigger stage in the White House. Trump has described Pillsbury as the 

"leading authority on China.” Pillsbury shares Peter Navarro's view that China's 

economic prowess is a strategic threat to the US. 

• Not only did Pillsbury help shape VP Pence's remarks in October, he was also 

called into a White House briefing session the day before Trump left for his G20 

meeting with Xi.  

 

On a side note... 

It is worth noting that Pillsbury once considered himself as a supporter of the idea 

that China could be an economic and political ally to the US, but has since shifted 

his views on China to a darker tone. He reportedly still maintains close 

relationships with contacts inside the Chinese government and think tanks. 

• Following Pence’s speech at the Hudson Institute, many predicted there would 

be a new Cold War between the US and China. But Pillsbury has dismissed the 

idea. 
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While it is unclear how much influence Pillsbury will continue to have in the White 

House, we will continue to monitor any developments and will try to visit the 

Hudson Institute next spring during our DC Outreach. 

 

Finally, our annual Business Climate Survey is closing soon (this Friday). Make 

your voice heard while you can! 

 

As always, please let us know if you have any questions or comments. 

 

Best, 

AmCham China Policy Team 

 

 


